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The Usborne History of the Twentieth Century
Edc Pub Introduces the major events and people in world history in the twentieth century, and discusses developments in technology, the arts, and society.

The British National Bibliography
The Bookseller
Book of the Brain and how it Works
"This visually astonishing story takes children on a journey into and through the brain. Simple but beautifully illustrated metaphors explain the diﬀerent jobs that our brains do, and how they use brain cells
to accomplish them. From the senses to sleep, memories to making decisions, this book brings the wonder of brains and brain science to life"--Publisher's description.

Forthcoming Books
First Thousand Words in Spanish
The classic bi-lingual Spanish/English word book, illustrated by Stephen Cartwright. A thousand everyday words illustrated with busy scenes and labelled pictures to help children learn key Spanish
vocabulary.

Books in Print Supplement
Includes authors, titles, subjects.

Books in Print
Paperbound Books in Print
British Books in Print
Easy Spanish Phrase Book NEW EDITION
Over 700 Phrases for Everyday Use
Courier Corporation Up-to-date volume, organized for quick access to phrases related to greetings, transportation, shopping, emergencies, other common circumstances. Over 700 entries include terms for
modern telecommunications, idioms, slang. Phonetic pronunciations accompany phrases.

Dumbstruck - A Cultural History of Ventriloquism
OUP Oxford Why can none of us hear our own recorded voice without wincing? Why is the telephone still full of such spookiness and erotic possibility? Why does the metaphor of ventriloquism, the art of
'seeming to speak where one is not', speak so resonantly to our contemporary technological condition? These are the kind of questions which impel Steven Connor's wide-ranging, restlessly inquisitive
history of ventriloquism and the disembodied voice. He tracks his subject from its ﬁrst recorded beginnings in ancient Israel and Greece, through the fulminations of early Christian writers against the
unholy (and, they believed, obscenely produced) practices of pagan divination, the aberrations of the voice in mysticism, witchcraft and possession, and the strange obsession with the vagrant ﬁgure of
the ventriloquist, newly conceived as male rather than female, during the Enlightenment. He retrieves the stories of some of the most popular and versatile ventriloquists and polyphonists of the
nineteenth century, and investigates the survival of ventriloquial delusions and desires in spiritualism and the 'vocalic uncanny' of technologies like telephone, radio, ﬁlm, and internet. Learned but lucid,
brimming with anecdote and insight, this is much more than an archaeology of one of the most regularly derided but tenaciously enduring of popular arts. It is also a series of virtuoso philosophical and
psychological reﬂections on the problems and astonishments, the raptures and absurdities of the unhoused voice.

The Spectator
A weekly review of politics, literature, theology, and art.

Whitaker's Books in Print
The Secret of the Treasure Keepers
Usborne Publishing Ltd From the bestselling and award-winning A.M. Howell, author of The Garden of Lost Secrets and The House of One Hundred Clocks, comes a brand-new thrilling historical mystery of
stolen treasure, friendship and deep courage set in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War. February 1948. Ruth has been whisked oﬀ to the lonely Rook Farm to investigate the discovery of
long-buried treasure with her mother. But at the farmhouse, she ﬁnds secrets lurk around every corner. Joe, the farmer's son, is hiding something about the treasure, while land girl Audrey watches their
every move. But before Ruth can ﬁnd out more, the treasure is stolen... With a storm coming, Ruth must race to uncover the secrets of the treasure keepers before all of their lives are changed forever.
Praise for A.M. Howell WINNER OF THE MAL PEET CHILDREN'S AWARD WINNER OF THE EAST ANGLIAN BOOK OF THE YEAR A SUNDAY TIMES CHILDREN'S BOOK OF THE WEEK "Howell is a hypnotically
readable writer, who keeps the pulse racing, while allowing every character slowly to unravel." The Telegraph "Gripping plot as well as authentic historical detail." The Daily Mail "Fans of Emma Carroll will
adore this historical tale of derring-do and righted wrongs." The Times "Atmospheric, full of period detail, and most importantly, thrilling." The i

How Do Fruits Smell? | Sense & Sensation Books for Kids
Speedy Publishing LLC This book features a wide range of knowledge about senses particularly the sense of smell. Your child must be able to identify the diﬀerent smells of fruits that he can ﬁnd around
him as the book comes to an end. Increase your young one’s reading grade with this edition of sense and sensation books for kids. Get your copy now!
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The Shark Caller
Usborne Publishing Ltd WINNER OF THE EDWARD STANFORD CHILDREN'S TRAVEL BOOK OF THE YEAR 2022 A SUNDAY TIMES CHILDREN'S BOOK OF THE WEEK Dive beneath the waves with this spellbinding adventure of friendship, forgiveness and bravery, set on the shores of Papua New Guinea, perfect for fans of Katherine Rundell and Eva Ibbotson. "I want to be able to call the sharks. Teach me the
magic and show me the ways." Blue Wing is desperate to become a shark caller, but instead she must befriend infuriating newcomer Maple, who arrives unexpectedly on Blue Wing's island. At ﬁrst, the
girls are too angry to share their secrets and become friends. But when the tide breathes the promise of treasure, they must journey together to the bottom of the ocean to brave the deadliest shark of
them all... "The most incredible story...tender and wise, with themes of friendship, love, grief, revenge and acceptance." Michelle Harrison "Magniﬁcent and beautiful." Sophie Anderson

The Boys' First Book of Radio and Electronics
The Politics of Fertility in Twentieth-Century Berlin
Cambridge University Press How a declining population inﬂuenced reproductive and sexual health policy in Germany.

Subject Guide to Children's Books In Print, 1996
Reed Reference Publishing

Freak the Mighty
Usborne Publishing Ltd Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone being scared of him. On account of his size and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. On account
of his size and being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and together Max and Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk high above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award
winning international bestseller.

Angel
The Angel Trilogy (Book 1)
Usborne Publishing Ltd Willow knows she's diﬀerent from other girls. And not just because she loves tinkering around with cars. Willow has a gift. She can look into people's futures, know their dreams,
their hopes and their regrets, just by touching them. She has no idea where she gets this power from... But Alex does. Gorgeous, mysterious Alex knows Willow's secret and is on a mission to stop her. The
dark forces within Willow make her dangerous – and irresistible. In spite of himself, Alex ﬁnds he is falling in love with his sworn enemy. The ﬁrst thrilling chapter in the electrifying Angel Trilogy. Angels will
never be seen in the same way again. "If Eoin Colfer reinvented the fairy and Stephenie Meyer reinvented the vampire then without a doubt L.A. Weatherly has reinvented the angel in this powerful, dark
and hugely suspenseful novel that switches eﬀortlessly between fast-paced action adventure and heart-stopping romance... This is the ﬁrst in a compelling and utterly mesmerising paranormal romance
trilogy from a writer to watch." - Lovereading4kids Winner Leeds Book Awards 2011

Where are the Jelly Beans?
Xist Publishing Three sisters love jelly beans and discover a fun surprise in this cute children's book from Nancy Streza.

Journeys Into Madness
Mapping Mental Illness in the Austro-Hungarian Empire
Berghahn Books At the turn of the century, Sigmund Freud’s investigation of the mind represented a particular journey into mental illness, but it was not the only exploration of this ‘territory’ in the AustroHungarian Empire. Sanatoriums were the new tourism destinations, psychiatrists were collecting art works produced by patients and writers were developing innovative literary techniques to convey a
character’s interior life. This collection of essays uses the framework of journeys in order to highlight the diverse artistic, cultural and medical responses to a peculiarly Viennese anxiety about the madness
of modern times. The travellers of these journeys vary from patients to doctors, artists to writers, architects to composers and royalty to tourists; in engaging with their histories, the contributors reveal the
diﬀerent ways in which madness was experienced and represented in ‘Vienna 1900’.

My Dog Romeo
(Fixed Layout Edition)
Akashic Books Ziggy Marley's ode to his four-legged friend Romeo becomes a picture book that is sure to touch the hearts of dog lovers everywhere. "My Dog Romeo"--a single on More Family Time, the
follow-up children's album to the GRAMMY Award-winning Family Time--is a playful and endearing tribute to Ziggy Marley's beloved pet dog Romeo. Opening with Romeo's barking, Marley sings of his great
love and friendship with his four-legged friend. Now, with beautiful illustrations by Ag Jatkowska--illustrator of Marley's debut picture book, I Love You Too--My Dog Romeo becomes a vibrant picture book
that follows a child and a dog throughout their days, sharing their love of music and play. The perfect accompaniment to Marley's charming children's album, My Dog Romeo is sure to be a hit among
young, old, and, of course, our furry friends.

Leviathans
Multinational Corporations and the New Global History
Cambridge University Press A ground-breaking 2005 exploration of multinational corporations that diﬀers from other books on the subject by oﬀering the reader a totally global perspective of
multinationals without portraying them simply as economic entities. Written by experts on various aspects of the history, development, cultural and social implications of the multinational corporation, the
book paints a compelling and coherent picture of the way these businesses aﬀect almost all areas of our existence. As we might expect, the multinational company is shown to play a major role in the
globalization that is reshaping so much of our lives.

Wipe-Clean Mazes
Usborne Pub Limited This delightful book is full of fun mazes-a perfect way for little children to learn pen control.

The World Through Picture Books
Librarians' Favourite Books from Their Country
The Book of Secrets
The Ateban Cipher Book 1
Lothian Children's Books What's the secret of the book, and why is it so valuable? These are the questions Gabe must answer when a dying man hands him a coded manuscript with one instruction: take it
to Aidan. Gabe is hurled into a quest that takes him beyond his monastery home and into a world of danger, political intrigue and adventure. As he seeks to decipher the code and ﬁnd a mystery man who
may not even exist, Gabe learns that survival must be earned and that some of life's biggest lessons are not found in books. Gabe ﬁnds himself questioning everything he knows about right and wrong and
wondering if he'll ever ﬁnd a way back home. He also discovers that the biggest secret of all may be his own.
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The Lion Inside
Hachette UK A bestselling story about conﬁdence, self-esteem, and a shy little mouse who sets out on a journey to ﬁnd his roar. In a dry dusty place where the sand sparkled gold, stood a mighty ﬂat rock,
all craggy and old. And under that rock in a tinyful house, lived the littlest, quietest, meekest brown mouse. Fed up of being ignored by the other animals, Mouse wishes he could roar like Lion. But, as he
discovers, even the biggest, bossiest people are scared sometimes ... and even the smallest creatures can have the heart of a lion! A modern classic, The Lion Inside has sold over 200,000 copies in the UK
alone and been translated into over 30 languages worldwide. "A heartfelt message, delightfully conveyed." Parents in Touch "Captivating." Books for Keeps "A delight to read over and over again." WRD

The Work/Parent Switch
How to Parent Smarter Not Harder
Random House You can still work and be a great parent! Most modern parents work. And we have limited time, limited energy, limited patience and too much to do. We are seldom at our best at the end of
a long working day when the parenting shift kicks in. We want to do the right thing but, in the thick of it, with no time to think and no energy to spare, it’s easy to miss the small changes that could make a
big diﬀerence to our child’s (and our own) well-being. The Work/Parent Switch is essential reading for every working parent. Written by an expert in child development and psychology who has worked with
thousands of stressed out working parents, it will walk you through an approach to parenting that will transform family life and can be ﬁtted into modern working patterns. Covering all the key challenges
such getting everyone out of the house on time in the morning, managing diﬃcult behaviour when you’re tired at the end of the day, controlling tech time and avoiding Sunday night homework battles,
The Parent/Work Switch will help you to stop feeling guilty about being at work and give you the tools to create the family life you want to come home to.

Cogheart
Usborne Publishing Ltd Lily’s life is in mortal peril. Her father is missing and now silver-eyed men stalk her through the shadows. What could they want from her? With her friends – Robert, the clockmaker’s
son, and Malkin, her mechanical fox – Lily is plunged into a murky and menacing world. Too soon Lily realises that those she holds dear may be the very ones to break her heart... Murder, mayhem and
mystery meet in this gripping Victorian adventure.

The Everything Creative Writing Book
All you need to know to write novels, plays, short stories, screenplays, poems, articles,
or blogs
Everything Many people can write. But writing well enough to get published takes hours of practice, the ability to take criticism, and expert advice. Filled with stories and tips from published authors, this
easy-to-use guide teaches you the basics of the writing craft. Whether you want to create poems or plays, children's books or online blogs, romance novels or a memoir, you'll learn to write more
eﬀectively and creatively. Published author, editor, and PR consultant Wendy Burt-Thomas covers all aspects of writing, including how to: Prepare to write, from planning to research to organization
Properly structure your piece to ﬁt your chosen genre Stay focused during the drafting and editing processes Work with other authors Overcome writer's block Market your writing

The Boys' Second Book of Radio and Electronics
Atheneum

Field Guide to the Supernatural Universe
Simon and Schuster Stranger Things meets Sideways Stories from Wayside School in this quirky supernatural middle grade novel from New York Times bestselling author Alyson Noël about a boy on an
unlikely quest to uncover an enchanted book to defeat an unearthly nemesis. When he ﬁrst started seeing ghosts, Max mistakenly assumed everyone else could see them, too. Now, after years of being
blamed for the pranks of mischievous spirits, Max is determined to do whatever it takes to make himself normal. But when he’s sent to spend the summer with his eccentric grandfather, Ramhart, being
normal becomes impossible. Here in Glimmerville, bakeries sell enchanted pies, the lake is infested with mermaids, the town’s beloved ghosts roam free, and Ramhart himself is celebrated as the world’s
most famous monster hunter. At ﬁrst, all Max wants is to survive the summer, but the more time he spends in Glimmerville, the more he starts to wonder if he’s ﬁnally found a place where he can truly be
himself. But when a supernatural attack steals Ramhart’s soul, Max—with the help of a few new friends—must go on a quest to ﬁnd his grandfather’s renowned Field Guide, an enchanted book that
contains all the knowledge Ramhart has gathered about defeating unearthly nemeses. And if they don’t ﬁnd the book fast, Glimmerville will crumble into chaos, and Max will lose the only person who’s
ever made him feel at home.

An Usborne Jigsaw with a Picture Book Cinderella
A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw puzzle with a PB picture book. Ages 3+

London’s Urban Landscape
Another Way of Telling
UCL Press London’s Urban Landscape is the ﬁrst major study of a global city to adopt a materialist perspective and stress the signiﬁcance of place and the built environment to the urban landscape. Edited
by Christopher Tilley, the volume is inspired by phenomenological thinking and presents ﬁne-grained ethnographies of the practices of everyday life in London. In doing so, it charts a unique perspective on
the city that integrates ethnographies of daily life with an analysis of material culture. The ﬁrst part of the volume considers the residential sphere of urban life, discussing in detailed case studies ordinary
residential streets, housing estates, suburbia and London’s mobile ‘linear village’ of houseboats. The second part analyses the public sphere, including ethnographies of markets, a park, the social rhythms
of a taxi rank, and graﬃti and street art. London’s Urban Landscape returns us to the everyday lives of people and the manner in which they understand their lives. The deeply sensuous character of the
embodied experience of the city is invoked in the thick descriptions of entangled relationships between people and places, and the paths of movement between them. What stories do door bells and house
facades tell us about contemporary life in a Victorian terrace? How do antiques acquire value and signiﬁcance in a market? How does living in a concrete megastructure relate to the lives of the people
who dwell there? These and a host of other questions are addressed in this fascinating book that will appeal widely to all readers interested in London or contemporary urban life.

Happy Families (Snap Cards)
Usborne Publishing Every child loves playing traditional card games such as Snap. Suitable for young children, this work contains cards that are illustrated with the author's hand-made model characters
and features everyday objects such as apples and balloons.

Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!
When a bus driver takes a break in this hilarious Caldecott Honor-winning picture book, he gives the reader just one instruction: "Don't let the pigeon drive the bus!" But, boy, that pigeon tries every trick
in the book to get in that driving seat: he whines, wheedles, ﬁbs and ﬂatters. Will you let him drive? Told entirely in speech bubbles, this brilliantly original and funny picture book demands audience
participation!

Cultural and Contextual Perspectives on Developmental Risk and Well-Being
Cambridge University Press Providing insight into developmental well-being, this volume examines outcomes of various types of risk in relation to culture and context.
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